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ON THE EFFECT ON THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM OF THE 
CHANGE OF THE BASIC REGION 
BY 
KURT KREITH AND FRANTI~EK WOLF 
(Communicated by Prof. J. POPKEN at the meeting of March 26, 1960) 
In this paper we study the relation between the essential spectra of 
two self-adjoint partial differential boundary problems with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions corresponding to the same formal differential ex-
pression but to different domains. 
More specifically: In a region G let there be given a singular elliptic 
boundary operator, with Dirichlet boundary conditions, given by the 
expression 
(l) " () ( ()u) Lu =- ! ~ acJ(s) ~ +c(s) u 
i,i- 1 u8j u8; 
where 
.. .. 
! a,,~dt~a(s)!l~tl2 , 
i.i~1 i-1 
a(s) > 0 inside G but allowed to go to zero on the boundary of G, and c(s) 
bounded below by yin G. In a previous paper 1) it was proved that L 
can be defined so as to become a self-adjoint operator with a spectral 
00 
decomposition L = f AE(dA). 
1' 
The spectrum a(L) is defined as the closed set of A's that is the "carrier" 
of the spectral measure E. 
The essential spectrum ae(L) consists of those ). for which every 
neighborhood (A- E, A+ E) corresponds to an infinite dimensional spectral 
measure E(.A.+ E) -E(.A.- E). We shall be interested in 
l = inf ae(L) =sup {AI dimE(- oo, .A.)< oo }. 
Now let us assume Go C G. In Go the formal differential expression (1) 
will in the same way generate another differential boundary problem Lo 
with spectral measure Eo(.A.) and lower bound l0 =inf ae(Lo). 
If the spectra of Land Lo are discrete and {At} and p,o} are the eigen-
values arranged in ascending order, then the classical variational principles 
guarantee that At0 >At for all i. We shall prove that the same relation 
holds between lo and l in the singular case. 
1) See WoLF [1]. 
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Theorem 1. With the above definitions, lo;;..l. 
In a special case this result follows from previous results. The points 
of oG at which a(s) --+ 0 shall be called singular points of L and denoted 
by S. The components of this set will be Si, S = U Si. Then it has been 
i 
shown in another paper 1) that the values of {aii} and c and the domain G 
in an arbitrary neighborhood of an Si completely determine the contri-
bution of Si to ae(L), which we call ai, and that U ai = ae(L). 
i 
If Go and G are such that (JG0 n G is at a positive distance from S, 
then Go contains a certain number of Si with their neighborhoods or 
leaves them completely outside G0 • Go does not take over only part of 
some si but only whole components. Those si which are contained in Go 
we shall denote by Si0 and the corresponding ai by aio· Then ae(Lo) = U ai0 
i 
by the results of [2). In this case we have the more accurate result 
Theorem 2. If oG0 n G is at a positive distance from S, then 
ae(Lo) ~ ae(L). 
Proof of Theorem 1. If the theorem were not true then l>lo. Setting 
h = l ~ lo and by the definition of l, the dimension of E(- oo, h)< oo. 
As lo E ae(Lo) there exists 2) a sequence { un} of functions defined on Go 
which is orthonormal and contained in !?J(Lo), the domain of L0 , and 
such that lim (l01 -L0) Un = 0. By the definition 3) of !?J(Lo), to every 
n-+oo 
Un there exists a Vn in O'rf(Go) such that 
(Lo(Un- Vn), Un-Vn) +(yo+ l)llun-Vnll 2< ljn, 
where yo is the lower bound of Lo. Since Vn is infinitely differentiable 
and zero in a neighborhood of oGo, it can be extended by zero into all 
of G. This extended Vn is still in Cif(G) and therefore Vn E !?J(Lo) n !?J(L); 
therefore { vn} is asymptotically ortho-normal and converges weakly to 
zero just like { un}. Furthermore, 
lim ((lol -L)vn, Vn)= lim ((lol -Lo)vn, Vn)= lim ((lol -Lo)un, Un)=O. 
n-+oo n-+oo 
By the hypothesis at the beginning of the proof E(- oo, h) is finite 
dimensional. Therefore E(- oo, h)vn is compact and also weakly con-
vergent to zero. Since E(- oo, h) is finite dimensional, E(- oo, h)vn is 
also strongly convergent to zero. Therefore the sequence 
Wn= (I-E(- oo, h))vn 
is asymptotically orthonormal, and since L and E(- oo, h) are commu-
1) See WoLF [2], p. 225. 
2) See [2], p. 213. 
3) See [l ]. 
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tative and LE( -oo, h) is bounded, 
(2) lim ((lol-L)w11,w11)=1im ((lol-L)v11 ,Vn)=0. 
n~oo n~oo 
On the other hand since lo -). <)o- h for ). > h we have 
00 
((lo/- L) Wn, Wn) = J (lo- ).)(E(d).) Wn, Wn) 
z, 
00 
< (lo-h) J (E(d).)wn, Wn) = (lo-h)llwnll 2• 
z, 
Combining the last equation with (2) gives lo- h ~ 0. But this contradict 
the hypothesis that lo-h<O. Q.E.D. 
The question remains whether the more general result of Theorem 2 
can be extended by deleting the hypothesis that oG n G be at a positive 
distance from S. The following example, which is in a slightly more 
general setting, indicates that the answer is negative. 
It is well known I r that for a large class of spectral functions e().) 
we can find a function q(t) so that the spectrum of the Dirichlet operator 
-d2yfdt2+q(t) on O<t<oo is given by e(.A.); the only restrictions one().) 
are near oo. Thus we can suppose that T= -d2fdt2+q has a spectral 
function consisting of jumps, a continuous portion on the interval 
l - 15.;;;;;)..;;;;; l + 15 for some small b > 0, a.nd possibly another continuous 
part near oo. 
Suppose 
()2 ()2 
L = - Ll + c(y) = - - - - + q(y) ()z2 ()y2 
is defined on the domains 
Go= {(x, y)IO<x<n O<y<oo} 
G = {(x, y)IO<x<kn; O<y<oo}; k> l. 
In the eigenvalue equation Lu=AU we separate variables by writing 
u(x, y)=v(y) sin nxfk, where n is a positive integer. For each n we get 
the condition 
" (n2 ) T 11V=-V + k2 +q V=A11 V. 
By hypothesis T n has an essential spectrum consisting of 
and possibly a segment near oo. From the separation of variables 
O'e(L) = U a6 T 11 • The essential spectrum of Lo can be found by setting 
.. 
k = l. Clearly we can choose k and 15 in such a way that a6(Lo) is not 
contained in O'e(L). 
1) See GELFAND and LEVITAN [3]. 
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